Methods of extracting the full shape of the electron-positron momentum density from experimental angular correlation of positron annihilation radiation curves are discussed. The proposed analysis of experimental data allows more reliable verification of the form of electron-positron enhancement factors near the Fermi surface in simple metals.
Introduction
In the interpretation of experimental angular correlation of positron annihilation radiation (ACAR) data with respect to the electronic stucture of materials, the knowledge of the electron-positron momentum dependent enhancement faction ε(p) is necessary. In Ref. [1] we discuss the possibility of describing electron-positron correlation effects in simple metals within the model of jellium of some effective density. The applicability of electron gas theory to nearly-free electronic (NFE) populations (e.g., valence electrons in simple metals) has an essential significance. In calculations of positron annihilation characteristics in real metals the local density approach (LDA) has been recently quite often applied [2] . Nevertheless, there is a question which of alternative electron gas theories (for review see, e.g. [3] ) provides correct enhancement faction εjell (p) I's)) where rs is the electron density parameter. Before applying the jellium results to LDA calculations in real metals, we should verify εjell (p, rs) comparing them with experimental data.
The main problem, however, connected with "experimental" enhancement faction εexp(p) follows from the fact that the biparabolic approximation of ε(p), applied to fitting of experimental ACAR data, is not valid even in the electron gas [4] . That is why the extraction of real momentum dependence of εexp(p) is of vital importance. This paper is devoted to the methods of elaboration of experimental positron annihilation data with respect to this problem.
(339)
Study of the enhancement factor from experimental ACAR, data
In the interpretation of experimental one-dimensional (1D) or two dimensional (2D) ACAR data N(pz) = f dpxpyp (p) or
electron-positron enhancement factors are usually approximated according to the biparabolic formula [5] : In majority of experimental works the coefficients b/α and c/α are determined either from densities prec (p) reconstucted from experimental data (cf. Sec. 3), or from ACAR (1D or 2D) spectra. Dependently on the way of dealing with experimental data, however, the resulting values of the parameters b/α and c/α (as well as their sum) differ (Ref. [1] and discussion in Ref. [6] ). This disagreement between "experimental" enhancement faction may be attributed to the fact that the biparabolic approximation (2a) is not valid for momenta close to the Fermi momentum. As a result, experimental values of b/α, c/α, and (b+c)/α depend strongly on the choice of the interpolation points (p i , p2 , p3 ). Moreover, they differ essentially depending on the way of dealing with the data (fitting to reconstructed density prec (p) or to ACAR data). This fact is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 . In Figs. 1a-c the relative differences between ε(p) = εjell(p, rs = 2 ) and its approximation εb (p) in the form (2a), where the parameters b/α and c/α were fitted to ε(p) for three various sets of interpolation points, are displayed by dashed lines. The solid lines in Figs. 1a-c represent corresponding fits of Nb(pz) (Eq. (3b)) to N(pz ). In Fig. 2 the results obtained from 2D ACAR experimental data for Na and K are presented. The reconstructed densities, prec(p) in these metals are based on the one 2D projection only. It is visible that in both cases for momenta up to p ≈ 0 . 7 5 p F t h e reconstuction method (fitting to prec(p) leads to considerably smaller difference between the starting "true" enhancement factor and the fitted one than fitting parameters to 1D or 2D curves. However, when p approaches the FS, N(pz ) or N(pxpy ) provide much better fit. The results presented above lead to the conclusion that simultaneous study of reconstructed densities and ACAR curves could help us to answer the question about the form of the enhancement faction in real metals. Since biparabolic formula (2a) does not describe properly ε(p) near the FS, we propose to correct it in order to reproduce "true" momentum dependence of ε(p). The corresponding enhancement factor may be written in the form [1] : Nb(pz ) and Nb (pz ) requires, first of all, correct subtraction of core contribution. It is also important to investigate these metals in which high momentum components (HMC) do not influence visibly the shape of Nexp(pz ). It seems that Na is the most appropriate metal for such analysis, as seen in Fig. 2 . On the other hand, in alkali metals the Fermi momentum is rather small and the influence of the resolution function of the equipment can disable us to study prec(p) and Nexp(pz ) in the neighborhood of 0.8pF. As a conclusion, detailed studies of Nb (pz ) require the equipment of high resolution, as the one used by Kubica and Stewart [7] .
Methods of Extracting Electron-Positron Enhancement Facors ... 343 3. Methods of extracting momentum density p(p) from 1D ACAR data
Here we discuss the methods of reconstruction of momentum density p(p)
from its projections and the ways of reducing the statistical experimental error. Alternative reconstruction techniques for 1D and 2D ACAR data were described by Pecora [8] as well as by Cormack [9] and Reiter and Silver [10] . We recommend techniques of Refs. [9] and [10] for the following reasons:
1) The expansion of experimental data into orthogonal polynomials has the least squares approximation properties of such functions and hence properly takes experimental errors into account.
2) The projections of p(p), which are measured by experiment, are interdependent as they represent integrals of the same density (cf. Eq. (1)). Socalled "consistency condition" for 2D data was discussed in Ref. [11] where it was shown that this condition suppresses the noise in the data.
Moreover, very few projections are necessary for this procedure (e.g. in Na only one projection is sufficient, cf. Fig. 2 ). Of course, in order to reproduce properly the shape of anisotropic density p(p) the best way is to perform reconstruction of 2D ACAR spectra. Near the FS, however, the analysis of 1D ACAR curves seems to be more reliable. 
Conclusions
In the interpretation of experimental ACAR data with respect to electron--positron enhancement factors, the biparabolic approximation (2a) of ε(p) should be corrected near the FS. In this work the correction function εc (p), dependent on the one parameter d only, is proposed. The parameter d is extractable from the constant value of 1D projection of εc (p) (i.e. from 1D ACAR spectum) for |p| < 0.8pF (cf. Eq. (3c) ).
The values of b/α, c/a and (b+ c)/α extracted from experimental ACAR curves strongly depend on the way of dealing with the data and fitting procedure. Only simultaneous analysis of reconstructed momentum density prec (p) and 1D ACAR data could enable us to determine ε(p) near the FS. As the method of reconstructing p(p) from isotropic 1D ACAR data the Cormac tomography technique is recommended.
